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Executive summary

This deliverable presents the final software release of Kratos Multiphysics, together with the XMC library, Hyperloom and PyCOMPSs API definitions [13]. This release also contains the latest developments on MPI parallel remeshing in ParMmg. This report is meant to serve as a supplement to the public release of the software.

Kratos is “a framework for building parallel, multi-disciplinary simulation software, aiming at modularity, extensibility, and high performance. Kratos is written in C++, and counts with an extensive Python interface”. XMC is “a Python library for parallel, adaptive, hierarchical Monte Carlo algorithms, aiming at reliability, modularity, extensibility and high performance“. Hyperloom and PyCOMPSs are environments for enabling parallel and distributed computation. ParMmg is an open source software which offers the parallel mesh adaptation of three dimensional volume meshes.
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## Nomenclature / Acronym list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Program Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kratos</td>
<td>Kratos MultiPhysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UQ</td>
<td>Uncertainty Quantification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

The Kratos software [10, 11] is designed for dealing with a multitude of different physical problems, ranging from computational fluid dynamics to convection diffusion, from structural applications to fluid structure interaction. For more information, we refer to the Kratos documentation.

Kratos is mainly used in the project as the base multiphysics solver in each of the developments of the project. Kratos is designed in an structured manner by means of applications, which allows to develop and use a wide variety of numerical tools, methods and solvers in the same base framework. For the purpose of the project, the main application used as main solver is the FluidDynamicsApplication, a finite-element CFD framework. This application of Kratos can deal with incompressible Navier-Stokes problems on classical finite-element unstructured meshes and also on immersed meshes, which meets the requirements of the project considering the physical problem to be solved. Other applications will be used, which are detailed on section 2.1.

As explained in previous software release deliverables [1, 2, 4, 19], Kratos can solve Uncertainty Quantification problems. UQ is the field of science which studies how uncertainties evolve and propagate in problems, which are characterized by random parameters. UQ methods have been developed within the XMC Python library [3], and Kratos is the default solver software of the library. Further details about the XMC library can be found in [1, 4].

Both XMC and Kratos are designed for large scale computing in distributed environments. The scheduling in distributed environments is handled by external libraries: Hyperloom [8] and PyCOMPSs [5, 15, 18]. XMC presents a natural integration of XMC with Hyperloom and PyCOMPSs, the API definitions of the schedulers have been integrated into the software release.

This release also contains the latest developments on the MPI parallel remeshing software developed by INRIA: ParMmg. An interface with Kratos has been developed, and it enables the use of the remeshing software along with the multiphysics solvers.

Therefore, this final software release [13] contains Kratos, XMC, ParMmg, Hyperloom and PyCOMPSs API definitions. The complete changelog is available in the Kratos releases page.

2 Software structure

2.1 Multiphysics software

Kratos Multiphysics 8.1 release can be retrieved from the Kratos releases page. The main applications that are used in the project are:

- ExaquteSandboxApplication: Contains custom processes and utilities used to run the examples in the ExaQute project.
- FluidDynamicsApplication: Contains all CFD formulations and utilities, including body-fitted and embedded incompressible Navier-Stokes solvers.
- LinearSolversApplication: Contains a wide selection of different linear solvers (LU, multi-grid, eigen-solvers) to solve the linear equation on the FEM analysis.
• MappingApplication: contains the core developments in mapping data between non matching grids. For instance, two different meshes with different discretization.

• MeshingApplication: Contains several utilities to perform meshing and remeshing, as well as the wrapper to use Mmg and ParMmg.

• MetisApplication: Wrapper for Metis library to be used within Kratos.

• MultilevelMontecarloApplication: Contains a wrapper with the XMC library and utilities to perform UQ.

• StatisticsApplication: Contains utilities to compute statistical measures of the physical quantities involved in the analyses.

• TrilinosApplication: Wrapper for Trilinos library to be used within Kratos.

2.2 Uncertainty Quantification

Within Kratos, different applications are organized in different folders. As described in previous works [2, 19], one folder is entirely dedicated to UQ and it is called MultilevelMonteCarloApplication. The folder is located in:

Kratos/applications/MultilevelMonteCarloApplication

This folder contains XMC in:

Kratos/applications/MultilevelMonteCarloApplication/external_libraries/
XMC

and Hyperloom and PyCOMPSs API definitions in:

Kratos/applications/MultilevelMonteCarloApplication/external_libraries/
PyCOMPSs/exaqute

2.3 ParMmg

ParMmg is the MPI parallel version of the metric-based refinement software Mmg. Mmg is an open source software for bidimensional and tridimensional surface and volume remeshing. For this release, ParMmg offers the parallel mesh adaptation of three dimensional volume meshes [6, 9, 12].

In this release of the solvers, an interface in Kratos with the recent developments on the MPI parallel remeshing software ParMmg is included. This allows to perform parallel refinement operations from the Kratos solver without effort from the user, as the interface contains the library calls to ParMmg and takes care on adapting the data structures from Kratos to ParMmg.

These remeshers require the definition of a metric field, which will set the desired size and orientation of the final elements on the remeshed mesh. A metric is a tensor of size $d \times d$ where $d$ is the number of dimensions. The computation of the metrics is available in the MeshingApplication of Kratos.

The releases of Mmg and ParMmg can be downloaded from:

https://github.com/MmgTools/mmg/releases/tag/v5.5.2
https://github.com/MmgTools/ParMmg/releases/tag/v1.2.0
3 Examples

Kratos examples has been released together with the software release, and can be found here [14]. In the following sections, examples on UQ and adaptive refinement will be presented, which will also serve as an example of usage of Kratos Multiphysics, with examples directly related to the project.

3.1 Uncertainty Quantification and Ensemble Average

Different algorithms have been developed during the project within the XMC library: Monte Carlo, Multilevel Monte Carlo, Adaptive Monte Carlo, Adaptive Multilevel Monte Carlo, Continuation Multilevel Monte Carlo, Asynchronous Monte Carlo and Asynchronous Multilevel Monte Carlo. We refer to previous works for details [1, 2, 4, 19].

In addition to previous deliverable, XMC can be exploited as well to solve unsteady and ergodic problems, applying the ensemble average method [16].

Referring to the Examples release [14], all problems are located in the 

Examples/multilevel_monte_carlo

folder and they are organized in two subfolders: validation and use_cases. The former validates the software against literature, while the latter shows the sequence of problems that were solved in order to arrive to the final UQ application: the Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Council (CAARC) benchmark problem [7]. Each subfolder contains as many folders as problems that were solved and analyzed. From the problem name, the user can easily understand the nature of the solution strategy: UQ, ensemble average or both.

Problem descriptions and instructions to run each problem can be found within each folder of interest, under the form of README.md file.

By default, all problems run in serial. In case the user is interested in running in parallel, in every folder bash files are added. These can be used as a reference to run using Hyperloom or PyCOMPSs. Moreover, in each execution script[1] and in the XMC file

Kratos/applications/MultilevelMonteCarloApplication/external_libraries/
XMC/xmc/distributedEnvironmentFramework.py

the appropriate import has to be changed from

from exaqute.ExaquteTaskLocal import *

to

from exaqute.ExaquteTaskHyperLoom import *

or

from exaqute.ExaquteTaskPyCOMPSs import *

For further details about running in distributed environments, we refer to the Multilevel-MonteCarloApplication documentation and to the PyCOMPSs and Kratos tutorial.

3.2 MPI fluid dynamics simulations and parallel adaptive refinement with ParMmg

Prior to this release, the remesher Mmg was already available, and it was covered in the previous Deliverable 1.3 [2]. It is reminded that there is a set of examples for the serial remesher, showcasing the definition of different metrics and the use of Mmg software in the Kratos Examples release [14], located in:

`Examples/mmg_remeshing_examples`

On this release, a new set of examples is added with the recent developments on ParMmg, which are located in:

`Examples/parmmg_remeshing_examples`

These examples can only be run in MPI. The first example is a basic fluid dynamics channel flow with a body-fitted cylinder. The script solves a few seconds of simulation, and then the information on the velocity and pressure field is used to adaptively refine the mesh. This process is repeated several times, improving gradually the accuracy on the solution. This is an example of how the solution of a previous simulation can be used to improve future simulations. It is also a showcase of how all involved operations can be performed in parallel: the physics simulation, the metrics computation, the remeshing operation and the mapping of quantities. Further instructions on how to run the example are located in the `README.md` file.

The second example is an embedded simulation of a high-rise building, which is highly related to the project. The script starts with a background mesh, and the skin of the building is loaded by computing the distance to the skin on the nodes of the background mesh. The information of this distance can be used as well to refine adaptively. The process of computing the distance and remeshing can be repeated a few times to improve the resolution of the geometry. After finishing the remeshing process, the embedded simulation is started on the improved background mesh. In this case, the remeshing is performed before starting the fluid dynamics simulation as a pre-process. This is also a perfect showcase of what would be needed in an optimization loop, as every optimization step modifies slightly the geometry. In each optimization step, the mesh could be adapted to the new design to keep an accurate representation of the geometry. Further instruction on how to run the example are located in the `README.md` file.

4 Current results

The work developed and released has been run and tested with several benchmarks, which have been run in different supercomputers. The software has been tested up to 192 working nodes (9216 CPUs), and showed a very good parallel efficiency. Part of the work has already been submitted to a peer reviewed journal, while other works will be submitted soon.

Regarding the adaptive refinement strategies, some figures are presented next. Firstly, Figure 4.4 shows the body-fitted cylinder case, which was run with 32 MPI processors. It uses the information of the velocity field at every time step to perform the refinement. With this example, the user can test other combinations of physical quantities such as the pressure, to get a different adaptation. Next, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show a before-after
Figure 4.1: Execution trace of asynchronous Monte Carlo algorithm, running with PyCOMPSs with 41 worker nodes / 1968 CPUs. Blue lines are job executions, and they completely fill the machine during the whole runtime. The problem is the wind engineering two-dimensional benchmark (see [14] for details).

Figure 4.2: CPU usage of asynchronous Monte Carlo algorithm, running with PyCOMPSs with 41 worker nodes / 1968 CPUs. CPU usage is constant and equal to 100% of the machine during the whole runtime. The problem is the wind engineering two-dimensional benchmark (see [14] for details).
Figure 4.3: Velocity field around the CAARC building. The problem has been run with the Mann wind model [17].

A comparison of an adaptive refinement strategy using the distance field with 256 MPI processors. It can be seen that discretization is not good enough to correctly represent the building in the initial mesh. Adapting the mesh improves the description of the building, which is then used to start an embedded fluid dynamic analysis of the incompressible Navier-Stokes flow around the building. A snapshot of the velocity field in the embedded simulation on the remeshed mesh is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the initial and final mesh after four iterations on a consecutive resolution and refinement process of a body-fitted cylinder mesh.

(a) Initial mesh and its velocity field at T=5.0 s with 100k elements.
(b) Remeshed mesh at the fourth iteration using the velocity from previous solutions at T=5.0 s with 700k elements.
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Figure 4.5: Vertical cuts on an unadapted background mesh with 200k elements where a high-rise building is loaded with a distance function. This mesh serves as the initial ground to load the geometry, and it is therefore not utilized to solve the fluid dynamics problem.

Figure 4.6: Vertical cuts on an adapted background mesh with 2M elements where a high-rise building is loaded with a distance function. An embedded solver is used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stoke flow around the building. The refinement was performed with 256 MPI processors.
Figure 4.7: Velocity field around the embedded building with a steady logarithmic wind inlet. The geometry is represented by a distance function and the problem is solved using an embedded solver after remeshing with ParMmg. The analysis was run with 256 MPI processors.
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